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Preface
i.i

This Area Action Plan (AAP), produced by
Portsmouth City Council, has benefited from
contributions by a range of stakeholders and
consultants.

• Stage 1, November 2004 - December
2006: Establishing the issues, leading to
the development of options and public
consultation.

• set out development proposals that will
deliver the comprehensive restructuring of
the area and act as a catalyst for
regeneration, and

i.ii

Once adopted the AAP will form part of the
city’s Local Plan and will expand upon Policy
PCS6 (Somerstown and North Southsea) of
the Portsmouth Plan1 and sit alongside other
policies contained in the Plan. Some policies
saved from the Portsmouth City Local Plan
2001-20112 will also remain relevant to the
APP and where this is the case, it will be
clearly stated in this document. The AAP is in
general conformity with the South Hampshire
sub-regional strategy3 which has been devised
by the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire
(PUSH). Appendix 1 sets out in more detail the
relationship between the policies in this AAP
and the existing local, regional and national
planning policy framework.

• Stage 2, January 2007 - July 2009:
Considering representations, developing
the city council’s preferred option and
public consultation on the draft AAP.

• provide the basis for future land assembly
including compulsory purchase order
(CPO) powers.

i.iii

6

The document has been prepared in four
stages. Stages 1 and 2 comply with
Regulation 25 of the Town and Country
Planning (Local Development) (England)
Regulations, 2004, No. 2204 (as amended in
2008). These regulations require local
councils to undertake consultation on
Development Plan Documents prior to
examination by an independent Planning
Inspector.

• Stage 3, August 2009 - March 2010:
Preparing the pre-submission draft of the
AAP (in accordance with Regulation 27 of
the afore mentioned regulations). This
included a minimum six week period of
public consultation on the pre-submission
version of the document.
• Stage 4, April 2010 - July 2012: Finalising
the submission document and submission
to Secretary of State. This was followed
by an examination in public, the Planning
Inspector’s Report, final amendments and
adoption of the AAP.
i.iv

The AAP seeks to:
• outline a vision for managed change to
the physical structure and layout of the
area which is informed by the priorities
identified by residents and other
stakeholders;
• ensure that the area is not subject to
’ad-hoc’ and piecemeal development that
conflicts with these priorities;

i.v

The AAP will be used as a material
consideration in determining planning
applications. It will provide the basis for
development to be taken forward, giving
developers and stakeholders certainty as to
detailed proposals for the area.

i.vi

A Sustainability Appraisal (SA)4 report has
been produced in support of the AAP. It has
also been subject to consultation alongside
this AAP.

i.vii

The area covered by the AAP (the
Somerstown and North Southsea
Regeneration Area) is shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1: The Somerstown and North Southsea Regeneration Area
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1.0 A vision for Somerstown and North Southsea
Introduction
1.1

This Area Action Plan (AAP) aims to support a
regeneration process that will make
Somerstown and North Southsea a location of
choice for a mixed community to live and
thrive, now and in the future.

1.2

The proposals contained in this document
have been developed following public
consultation carried out in 2006 and 2009.
Comments made to previous drafts have been
used to determine which proposals should be
included in this document and how they
should be delivered.

1.3

1.4
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Full details of the consultation that has taken
place on the AAP are set out in a separate
document, entitled ‘Consultation
Statement’5.
The AAP will cover the period 2010-2027 and
will be reviewed annually as part of the
Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) (see
Appendix 3). If circumstances change, the
city council will consider the need to amend
the AAP. This will ensure that the AAP
continues to reflect the needs and aspirations
of local residents and maximises opportunities
for regeneration of the area.

Why an Area Action Plan is needed
1.5

The Somerstown and North Southsea area is
strategically important within the wider city
context. Its close proximity to: the city centre;
main shopping areas; public transport
network; centres of employment and
education, leisure attractions and amenities
should make it a desirable and attractive place
to live (see Figure 2).

1.6

Despite significant investment in social and
economic regeneration initiatives in recent
years, the area as a whole continues to
perform poorly across a range of deprivation
indicators. Low levels of skills and income,
and high unemployment, have meant that the
residents of Somerstown and North Southsea
continue to be excluded from the
opportunities offered by Portsmouth’s
growing economy. Indicators of health, crime
and educational performance show that,
while some improvement has been achieved
in recent years, the area lags severely behind
city averages.

		

Somerstown and North Southsea
today

1.7

Since the Second World War, Somerstown
and North Southsea has been subject to a
range of piecemeal and infill development /
redevelopment that has resulted in key routes
and connections becoming increasingly
illegible and the area becoming increasingly
impermeable. Poorly overlooked streets and
spaces and low footfall through significant
parts of the area have had a negative effect
on community safety (both real and
perceived). Community safety itself has been
highlighted by residents as a key concern and
one that could be improved by the physical
restructuring and redesign of the area.

1.8

The Somerstown and North Southsea
Regeneration Area is dominated by 1950s and
60s social rented accommodation, with a
significant proportion of flats (85.9%
compared to 31% citywide). 69.8% of all
properties in the area are city council owned
(compared to 11.8% citywide). Due to the
demand for social housing in the city, the area
does not suffer from low take up of this
council housing stock, however, the number
of high rise family units in the area does not
fit well with the aspirations of residents who,
during consultation, voiced a strong desire to
see more houses in the area.

1.9

Unsurprisingly, for an area dominated by high
rise living, consultation with residents found
that a lack of open space for recreation was a
common concern.

1.10

Popular local facilities such as the community,
youth and health centres are nearing the end
of their lives and are in urgent need of
replacement. The two local shopping centres
located at St James’s Road and Somers Road
contain a number of long-term vacant units
and are the focus of anti-social
behaviour.

1.11

Experience in Somerstown and North
Southsea has suggested that piecemeal
redevelopment and the ongoing general
maintenance of existing housing stock,
community facilities and open spaces will not
provide the basis for positive and lasting
change and that a more strategic and
comprehensive intervention is needed.

1.12

Extensive consultation with residents and
stakeholders has identified a real desire to
‘turn the area around’ and to make the
substantial physical changes needed to
‘breathe new life’ into the community and
kickstart a process of sustainable
regeneration.

Walking isochrones:
400m = 5 minutes
800m = 10 minutes

Shopping, eating, drinking
and entertainment centres
Student Union
Civic and University Quarter
Old Portsmouth
Green open spaces

Figure 2: Location of Somerstown and North Southsea
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Vision
Vision: the aim of the Somerstown
and North Southsea regeneration plan
is the creation of a sustainable urban
community. It will improve quality of
life, foster local pride and act as a
springboard for social and economic
regeneration. This will be achieved by
creating a safe, active and attractive
environment with a new community
heart.
Somerstown and North Southsea
Regeneration Project Board and
Regeneration Participation Group (RPG)

1.13

This AAP sets out those interventions that
relate to the use of land to support the
regeneration of the area.

1.14

It aims to support a regeneration process that
will transform Somerstown and North
Southsea into a balanced, vibrant and thriving
community which benefits from: good links to
its surroundings; clear routes for movement
within and through the area; a range of
different housing types across a range of
different tenures, and high quality community
facilities and open spaces.

1.15

The vision for the area has been developed
over a number of years in partnership with
the Somerstown and North Southsea
Regeneration Project Board, the Somerstown
Community Board, Regeneration Participation
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Group (RPG) and a range of other local
community groups, residents and
stakeholders.

Key objectives
1.16

The AAP designates sites for new and
replacement houses and flats, new
community facilities, open spaces and
employment uses to be developed in
accordance with a new ‘movement
framework’ for Somerstown and North
Southsea. This will achieve the following
objectives:
• better community facilities: new and
better community facilities will be
provided including health, youth and
community buildings. A new local centre
will be allocated in order to improve the
quality and accessibility of retail facilities
in the area;
• more choice of housing: around 606
homes will be demolished and new
homes will be built to provide a minimum
of 539 additional dwellings in the area.
These homes will be of mixed tenure,
including intermediate and accessible
home ownership options and additional
private stock, and will provide
opportunities for people to buy homes at
affordable and market rates;

• easier and safer movement: the
physical layout of the area will be repaired
and footfall increased by creating new
routes and re-establishing old ones. The
reconfiguration of the physical
environment will also introduce secure,
residential perimeter blocks that provide
safer, better-overlooked streets and
spaces and a more coherent, welcoming
and ‘friendly’ environment within which
people can move, and
• good quality open spaces: a network of
high quality public open spaces will be
created, including green spaces and play
areas that are easily accessible and well
overlooked by surrounding development.

Links to other plans and programmes
1.17

The Core Strategy, known as the Portsmouth
Plan2, sets out the broad planning framework
for the city. Area Action Plans (AAPs) must
respect this overarching strategy.

1.18

The Portsmouth Plan forms the basis of the
city’s Local Plan which in turn is intended to
deliver the aims of the city’s local Sustainable
Community Strategy - ‘Vision for
Portsmouth’6. This strategy identifies the
vision for Portsmouth as a ‘… premier
waterfront city with an unrivalled maritime
heritage – a great place to live, work and
visit’. In order to achieve this vision, ten
priorities have been identified. The AAP will
directly contribute to achieving four of these
priorities which are to:

out the following vision for transport within
the subregion: ‘A resilient, cost effective,
fully-integrated sub-regional transport
network, enabling economic growth whilst
protecting and enhancing health, quality of
life and environment’ (p. 6).
1.20

The AAP aims to contribute to these
objectives by altering the physical layout of
Somerstown and North Southsea. This will
create better transportation links with local
services, facilities and surrounding areas,
reduce the need to travel by car and improve
the quality of the environment, including road
safety, for pedestrians and cyclists.

1.21

The AAP will help to realise two of the key
objectives of the city council’s Housing
Strategy 2005-20109 which seeks to increase
the amount of affordable housing available in
the city and to continuously improve the
council’s housing stock.

1.22

The plan will also support the council’s
Climate Change strategy10 which, amongst its
objectives, will aim to reduce the carbon
footprint, and increase the energy efficiency,
of new homes and businesses.

• make Portsmouth an accessible city, with
sustainable and integrated transport;
• make Portsmouth a city where everyone
feels safe and is safe;
• make Portsmouth an attractive and
sustainable city, and
• deliver affordable, quality housing where
people want to live.
1.19

The future transport strategy for South
Hampshire (including Portsmouth) is set out in
the Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP3) 2011-20317,
which has been prepared by Transport for
South Hampshire (Portsmouth and
Southampton City Councils and Hampshire
County Council). The Portsmouth LTP38 sets

Looking west across the Regeneration Area to
Gunwharf Quays and the Spinnaker Tower
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2.0 Policies and proposals
Sustainable development
2.1

2.2

This section of the AAP sets out the policies
that will apply within the Regeneration Area.
The supporting text aims to provide the
background, further explanation and/or
additional detail needed to understand fully
how and why the policies must be
applied.
All the AAP policies have to conform to
national, regional and local planning policy
(see Appendix 1). In order to realise the vision
for Somerstown and North Southsea, account
will be taken of all relevant local policies and
therefore development proposals must, in
addition to this AAP, take account of policies
contained in:

2.3

		

• The National Planning Framework
(NPPF)11
• the Portsmouth Plan (Core
Strategy);
• saved policies from the adopted
Portsmouth City Local Plan 2001-2011,
and
• Supplementary Planning Documents
(SPDs).

12

		
		

Development taking place within Somerstown
and North Southsea should contribute
towards the principles of sustainability. This
means that development should support the
local economy, provide social benefits (local
housing, community facilities) and protect and
enhance the natural and built environment.
In order to promote sustainable development
the presumption in favour of sustainable
development, contained in the NPPF and set
out in policy SNS1, will apply.

Policy SNS1 – Presumption in favour of
sustainable development
The city council will work proactively
with applicants to find solutions which
mean that proposals can be approved
wherever possible and to secure
development that improves the economic,
social and environmental conditions
in the area. Planning applications that
accord with policies in the AAP will be
approved without delay unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. Where
there are no policies relevant to the
application, or where relevant policies
are out of date at the time of making
the decision, permission will be granted
unless material considerations indicate
otherwise - taking into account whether:
• Any adverse impacts of granting
permission would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits,
when assessed against the policies in
the NPPF taken as a whole; or
• Specific policies in that framework
indicate that development should be
restricted or refused.

A comprehensive approach
2.4

The physical restructuring and redevelopment
of the Regeneration Area offers significant
opportunities to respond to the regeneration
priorities identified by residents and other
stakeholders. These opportunities can only be
realised if physical change is delivered in a
planned and comprehensive way. Proposals
for change to the structure and layout of the
area are contained in Figure 3 (Proposals
map).

2.5

In order to ensure that the area is not subject
to ‘ad-hoc’ and piecemeal development,
Policy SNS2 will apply.

2.6

Given the historical context of Somerstown
and North Southsea, in terms of the damage
that occurred during the Second World War,
the commercial and light industrial uses that
have taken place and the limited
redevelopment that has occurred in recent
years, there is a significant chance of land
contamination in the area. Investigation must
take place, at the detailed planning stage, to
identify the potential for contamination on
site and the need for remedial works to
mitigate risks.

Policy SNS2 – Comprehensive change
Any new development or redevelopment
should contribute towards realising the
vision for, and restructuring of, the area
as set out in this Area Action Plan. The
city council will refuse applications for
development that would prejudice the
comprehensive restructuring of the area
as set out in this document and illustrated
in Figure 3.
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Key
Residential Buildings
Mixed use buildings (employment and residential)
Community facilities
Public open space
Private space (for parking, gardens and play etc.)
Local centre boundary
Pedestrianised section of street

Figure 3: Proposals map

This plan shows the location of new and improved housing, new community facilities, new and improved open spaces and the new street layout for the area (also see
Figure 4 for more information about the street layout).
14

Movement and connectivity

2.7

The edges of the Regeneration Area have
good access to the Strategic Road Network,
however, poor connections through and
around the area currently pose a problem for
ease of movement.

actual or perceived threats of crime. This in
turn will encourage people to walk more
rather than to rely on the use of private
transport, which will in turn conserve energy,
and reduce pollution and congestion.

2.8

The redevelopment of the area in the 20th
century has removed the original permeable
grid of streets and has created ‘super blocks’
that are impermeable to traffic. This has
resulted in a lack of clarity of routes through
the area for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
It has also meant that a small number of
streets carry relatively high levels of vehicles
while others carry very little. Much of
Somerstown and North Southsea has become
isolated with people walking and driving
around the area rather than through it.
Localised crime and security problems have
also heightened the unwelcoming character
of some streets, particularly at night.

Creating a well-connected place

Policy SNS3 – New routes
This policy will sit alongside Policy PCS17
(Transport) of the Portsmouth Plan.
Development should improve connectivity
into and out of the area and address
problems of legibility within the area.
Planning permission will be granted for
development where:
• new streets within a development are
direct and integrated to ensure safe and
easy pedestrian and cycle access to the
local centre and community facilities,
the city centre and public transport;
• pedestrian and cycle routes are well
overlooked by surrounding properties;
• development does not generate levels
or types of traffic, on-street car parking
or vehicle movements that would have
a materially detrimental effect on traffic
congestion, the amenity of local
occupiers or road safety, and

2.9

The layout of streets and public spaces can
make a significant contribution to public
safety both in terms of reducing the conflict
between pedestrians and traffic and reducing

2.10

A key objective in the regeneration of
Somerstown and North Southsea is to reinstate the clear pattern of streets that once
existed and restore the ease with which the
area and its surroundings, including parts of
the city centre, are accessed.

2.11

A new network of streets will create better
north-south, as well as much needed eastwest, connections (see Figure 4). Pedestrian
and cycle networks will also be reinforced in
order to integrate the Regeneration Area into
the surrounding urban environment. More
detailed guidance relating to the different
type of streets that will be created in the area
can be found in paragraphs 2.17 - 2.22.

• there is no detrimental effect on
community safety or the security of
existing or proposed buildings.
Any new direct links must not prejudice the
connections set out in the movement
framework as shown in Figure 4 of this
document.
Fragmented streets create a number of routes that are poorly overlooked. Some footpaths are separated
from streets while many are located to the rear or sides of properties.
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2.12

2.13

2.14

16

Streets: design parameters

In order to reinforce the new street pattern,
new development must follow the principles
of the traditional perimeter block which
should also seek to integrate the taller blocks
that characterise the area. Buildings, rather
than open spaces, should frame the streets,
and their elevations should be enlivened by
visible activity either within or outside of the
buildings. This new street pattern will also
concentrate public open space where it will
be most used.
The layout of new development, together
with the detailed design of streets and
associated environmental improvements, aims
to ensure that residents and visitors will be
more likely to walk and cycle over short
distances. Better routes within and through
the area could mean that walking is a more
viable option for many residents. As a result
there will be a greater potential for increased
access to education, employment, cultural
and recreational opportunities as well as
opportunities for improving health.
The majority of new routes in the
Regeneration Area will be for pedestrians and
cyclists only. Where vehicle access is needed,
for example to the new community hub (Site
15) and new local centre (Sites 7, 8 and 12),
this will be introduced as a consequence of
the regeneration proposals. No demolition
will be undertaken specifically to create new
vehicle, cycle or pedestrian routes.

Policy SNS4 – Removal of Winston
Churchill roundabout

2.17

The character of streets in the Regeneration
Area should reflect their location within the
overall street network and the type of
movement that happens on them, as well as
recognising the community function of streets
as spaces for social interaction. Streets should
be inclusive and should seek to accommodate
the needs of all users, including the young
and the elderly, and the particular needs of
disabled people with mobility difficulties,
sensory or cognitive impairment. The
Government’s ‘Manual for Streets’12 provides
a useful guide to achieving successful
streets.

2.18

The purpose of setting design parameters for
different types of street in the area is to create
streets that fulfil different roles. These roles
should be reflected in the use of traffic
calming, planting, street furniture and
materials. Key design parameters for three
different types of street (New and existing
residential streets, New routes for pedestrians
and cyclists, and Main street) are set out in
paragraphs 2.19 - 2.22 and are shown on
Figure 4.

Planning permission will be granted for
the creation of a new road junction at
Winston Churchill Avenue, Isambard
Brunel Road and an extended Grosvenor
Street (Site 20).
Movement between Winston Churchill
Avenue and Grosvenor Street via this
junction will be for pedestrians and
cyclists only.

Winston Churchill Avenue roundabout
2.15

Winston Churchill Avenue (A2030) represents
a traffic-dominated environment that inhibits
pedestrian and cycle movement between the
Regeneration Area and other parts of the city
to the north. In order to improve connectivity,
a new pedestrian and cycle route will be
created between Grosvenor Street and
Isambard Brunel Road.

2.16

Other measures to facilitate movement across
this major road should include the removal of
the ‘toblerone’ in the centre of the
carriageway and the positioning of pedestrian
crossing points that follow the most
convenient routes.

Key
New residential streets
Existing residential streets
New routes for pedestrians and cyclists
Existing main street
New section of main street

Figure 4: Movement framework and street types to facilitate the new development (Please see paragraphs 2.19 - 2.22 for further information)
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New and existing residential streets
2.19

2.20

• traffic calming, examples of which are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 and could
include:
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• managed car parking to support the
function of the local centre.

• improvements for pedestrians and cyclists.
This should include:
* well signposted and well lit
routes;
* improved crossings at key junctions (as
highlighted above), and
* pavement widening.

New routes for pedestrians and cyclists
2.21

Character – these streets will provide clear
routes through the area for pedestrians and
cyclists only, linking to the new and existing
residential streets. Key features should
include:

* changes of materials at key junctions
on the edges of the area;

• well signposted and well lit routes;

* raised table junctions at key
intersections and raised crossovers at
entrances to streets, in order to create
shared surface squares and promote
pedestrian and cycle movement;

• wide pavements, and

* introduction of on-street parking bays
on alternative sides of the street to

• wider pavements within the local centre
boundary to allow for pedestrian
movement and social interaction,
and

* ‘speed humps’ should only be
considered as a last resort if other
means of speed control have been
rejected as unsuitable.

Character – these streets should become
more than just a means of moving vehicles,
but rather multi-functional spaces in their
own right, suitable for children’s play and
other social interaction. Key features should
include:
• the introduction of homezones and
shared surfaces;

• pedestrianisation of Grosvenor Street
between the junctions of Wellington
Street and Winston Churchill
Avenue;

create horizontal deflection (making it
difficult for drivers to travel in a
straight line) and reduce speeds,
and

The creation of new routes through the
Regeneration Area does not seek to
encourage or ease the movement of private
motor vehicles. New and existing routes
should incorporate various traffic calming
measures that promote the safety of
pedestrians and cyclists and prevent increased
vehicle speeds and ‘rat running’. Vehicle
movement in the area will be bound by the
city wide 20 mph speed limit as a
maximum.

• improved crossings at key junctions with
new and existing residential streets;
• new tree planting (also see paragraphs
2.54 - 2.56).
Specifically on Grosvenor Street, key features 		
should include:

		

Main street

2.22

Character – Winston Churchill Avenue
provides a key east-west route for all vehicle
movement through the area. Features should
include:
• a distinctive public realm including the
use of high quality materials, street trees,
street furniture, signage and lighting,
and
• traffic calming and improved crossing
points for pedestrians and cyclists.

		

Raised junction

Raised junctions help slow traffic as
well as marking the entrance to a
new area

Round-topped speed humps

Ramped entry to neighbourhood street

Round-topped
and flat topped
speed humps can
be effective in
residential areas
(although they
may sometimes
be seen as visually
intrusive). This
example includes
a cycle by-pass
lane.

‘False’ speed humps
False speed bumps

Ramped entry to neighbourhood street

Figure 5: Examples of traffic calming – raised junctions, entries and ‘false’ speed humps
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Well defined parking bays

Carriageway deflection

Ramped entry to junction - material change

Figure 6: Examples of traffic calming – parking bays, carriage deflection and material changes
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Community facilities and new local centre
Policy SNS5 – Community facilities:
land uses

Site 15 could also include one or more of
the following:

Sites 13 and 15 are allocated for new
community facilities / uses. These sites
provide good accessibility for the local
residents that the facilities will serve and
will provide key focal points for
community activity.

• other health services such as a dentist
(Class D1);

Site 13 is allocated for recreational uses,
open space and housing. Development
should include the following:

• workshops / studio space (‘start-up’
facilities for local businesses) (Class B1,
D1), and / or

• adventure playground and associated
building (Class D2);

• café ( Class A3).

By locating new facilities on sites that do not
require demolition of existing council housing
stock, these much needed facilities can be
brought forward immediately as the first
stage of the regeneration scheme. Their
location in close proximity to the heart of the
area and to the new local centre, means that
they will benefit from good accessibility.

2.26

In July 2010, the city council opened a new
staffed adventure playground on land
adjacent to Tipton House (Site 13). This
playground will contribute to the regeneration
of the area by enhancing community facilities,
improving the quality and availability of
useable open space in the area and providing
a safe and attractive play environment for
young people.

2.27

A new local centre will replace the existing
retail uses on St James’s Road and Somers
Road.

2.28

By locating community facilities and the local
centre close to each other, opportunities for
residents and other users to visit a number of
services during a single trip is maximised, thus
reducing the need to travel. Figure 7 shows
the boundary of the new local centre, while
Figure 8 shows an indicative form and
massing for the new local centre and
community facilities.

• childcare facilities (Class D1);
• training facilities (Class D1);

See Appendix 2 for a guide to land use
classes.
2.23

Site 15 should include the following:
• doctors’ surgery / range of medical
facilities (Class D1);
• multi-purpose community hall(s) (Class
D1, D2);
• youth club and associated services
(Class D1, D2), and
• office space (Class B1), to include
space for community users and
management.

2.25

• pharmacy (Class A1 or Sui Generis);

• new and improved public open space;
• residential uses fronting Grosvenor
Street, Waterloo Street and Warwick
Crescent (Class C3);

dated, no longer fit for purpose and / or
require significant capital investment.

2.24

New community facilities will replace the
existing community/leisure facilities at
Southsea Community Centre in King Street
and the Brook Club (youth centre) in Sackville
Street. Site 15 will involve the development
of new facilities over Winston Churchill
Avenue between Edgbaston House and
Wilmcote House, while Site 13 will include
the redevelopment of the car parks to the
north and west of Tipton House and the
derelict Tipton ball court.
The early delivery of new community facilities
as the first stage of regeneration work in the
area has been driven both by consultation
with residents and by the current state of
existing community buildings which are
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Policy SNS6 – Local centre
Site 7 (east), site 8 and site 12 (west) will
become the designated local centre and this
policy will sit alongside PCS18 (Local Shops
and Services) of the Portsmouth Plan.
Once construction of the new local centre
has been completed, the existing designated
local centre at St James’s Road (as listed in
Policy PCS18 of the Portsmouth Plan) will
cease to be designated as the local centre
and the local centre boundary for St James’s
Road will be deleted from the proposals
map to be replaced with the boundary of
the new local centre in Grosvenor Street (as
shown in Figure 7).
In order to enhance its role as a local centre,
the following will apply to site 7 (east), site 8
and site 12 (west):
i. Shops (Class A1) with a net floorspace of
up to 500m2 will be supported.
ii. Other town centre uses will be supported
provided that:
a. the local centre would continue to
provide for the local top-up shopping
needs of nearby residents, and there
would not be an over-concentration of
non-shopping uses in the centre as a
whole or in the vicinity of the
proposed development;
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b. the proposal has an active frontage,
and
c. there is no unacceptable adverse
impact on the amenity of adjoining or
nearby residents, taking into account
the cumulative impact of other similar
uses nearby.

2.29

The impact of new community facilities in this
location on the existing east-west pedestrian /
cycle route running alongside the northern
boundary of Edgbaston House must be
considered. This is an important and wellused connection and any scheme must make
provision for its retention or clear and
accessible re-routing.

iii. Residential (Class C3) and businesses
(Class B1) uses above the ground floor of
any unit will be encouraged.
Proposals must not prejudice the
development of the new community facilities
on Site 15 (see Policy SNS5).
See Appendix 2 for a guide to land use
classes.

Figure 7: Boundary of new local centre

Figure 8: Indicative form and massing of new community facilities and local centre
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Housing

Affordable housing
2.30

Policy SNS7 – Residential development
The city council will support the
refurbishment and / or redevelopment of
existing housing in the Somerstown and
North Southsea Area. Any proposals
should:
• include a mix of housing types/tenures
in order to help to secure a mixed and
balanced community, and
• should have regard to identified
housing needs in the city.

2.31

Permission will only be granted to
redevelop the existing Southsea
Community Centre in Kings Street (part of
Site 4) and the Brook Club in Sackville
Street (Site 5) for housing if either:
• these community facilities have already
been reprovided on sites 13 and 15,
or
• the Local Planning Authority can be
satisfied that the existing facilities will
be reprovided within the Somerstown
& North Southsea area within 3 years
of the implementation of planning
permission.
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2.32

In accordance with the adopted Portsmouth
Plan, the AAP will deliver a minimum of 539
additional homes in the area. The delivery of
sites will be monitored through the Annual
Monitoring Report (AMR) in order to ensure
that this minimum number of new dwellings
is achieved. Approximate numbers of new
and replacement homes that could be
delivered on each site have been estimated in
Table 1.
A higher density of residential development is
suggested within some parts of the
Regeneration Area, particularly along key
corridors such as Grosvenor Street, or in
mixed-use areas such as Middle Street. This
would help to provide a sufficient number of
residents to support local facilities. This
density need not, however, be at the expense
of achieving a high quality living environment.
Figure 9 shows an indicative form of housing
development on Grosvenor Street (Site 14)
fronting new public open space (Site E).
A core aim of this document is to help to
create a more sustainable community. This
includes making a balanced mix of housing
types and tenures available within the area.
The aim of Policy SNS7 is to widen the quality
and choice of housing within Somerstown
and North Southsea.

2.33

The city council will seek to secure the
provision of affordable housing in the
Regeneration Area in accordance with Policy
PCS19 (Housing mix, size and provision of
affordable housing) of the Portsmouth
Plan.

2.34

The city council’s Housing Needs Survey13,
published in 2005, indicated a shortfall of
2964 affordable units per annum over the five
years to 2010. Following a housing market
assessment carried out by the Partnership for
Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) in 2005/614,
the council’s aim is to maximise the number
of affordable units in the city with three or
more bedrooms.

2.35

Given the predominance of flats in the
Regeneration Area (85.9%), the city council’s
first preference would be to see the number
of new affordable houses maximised. Table 1
indicates those sites where new houses would
be appropriate.

2.36

The city council accepts that the affordable
housing policy for the area should not
prejudice the realisation of one of the key
objectives of this AAP, which is to improve the
choice of housing through the diversification
of tenure. The Regeneration Area already has
an extremely high proportion of social rented
accommodation (76% compared to 19%
citywide).

2.37

In terms of the required tenure mix of new
affordable housing, the council’s general
guideline is a ratio of 70:30 (where 70% is
social rented accommodation and 30% is
various forms of intermediate
accommodation). Due to the high proportion
of social rented accommodation that already
exists in the area, more intermediate forms of
affordable housing will be required.

2.38

Intermediate affordable housing is taken to
mean housing at prices above those of social
rents but below market price or rents. It can
include shared equity (e.g. Homebuy) or other
low cost homes for sale and intermediate
rent.

2.39

Where proposals include the redevelopment
of city council owned, social rented
accommodation, the council will require that
it be reprovided.

2.40

Detailed design guidance relating to housing
and other new development in the
Regeneration Area can be found in
paragraphs 2.63 - 2.96.

Figure 9: Site 14 – indicative form and massing
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Table 1: Summary of development proposals
Site
No.

1(d)

Description

Storey height

(Including addresses
proposed to be
demolished)

Acceptable uses (see
Appendix 2 for a
guide to land use
classes)

Middle Street and
Earlsdon Street

Ground floor B1.
Upper floors C3.

Range of 4 to 8
storeys (8 at the
corner of Middle
Street and
Melbourne Place)

(Employment units on
Middle Street and flats
62a & 62b (above
employment units))

2

C3
Stratford,
Longbridge, Oldbury
and Halesowen
Houses

3 to 4 storeys

Approx.
number of
residential units
to be
demolished(a)
2

Target number
of dwellings
(dependent on
unit type)(b)

Preferred
unit type

Key frontages
and access
points

Parking(c) and
servicing

179

Flats

Middle Street,
Earlsdon Street
and Melbourne
Place

Accommodated to
the rear of the
block and accessed
from Melbourne
Place and Wiltshire
Street

102

81 - 253

Houses

Sackville Street,
Wiltshire Street,
Meriden Road,
Middle Street
and Earlsdon
Street

Accommodated
within the centre
of the block and
accessed from
Meriden Road,
Wiltshire Street
and Sackville Street

64

Flats

St Vincent Street
and Wiltshire
Street

Accommodated to
the rear of the
development and
accessed from
Waltham Street

(1-48 Stratford
House,1-22
Longbridge House,
1-24 Oldbury House,
1-8 Halesowen House)

3

26

Melbourne Place

C3

(Melbourne Place Car
Park)

Open space (Site A)

Range of 3 to 6
N/A
storeys (6 at the
corner of St
Vincent Street and
Wiltshire Street)

Site
No.

4

Description
(Including addresses
proposed to be
demolished)

Astley Street, St
Paul’s Road and
Square and
Southsea
Community Centre

Acceptable uses (see
Appendix 2 for a
guide to land use
classes)

Storey height

Approx.
number of
residential units
to be
demolished(a)

Target number
of dwellings
(dependent on
unit type)(b)

Preferred
unit type

Key frontages
and access
points

Parking(c) and
servicing

C3

3 to 4 storeys

61

61 - 83

Houses

King Street, St
Paul’s Road,
Astley Street and
Park Street

Accommodated
within the block
and accessed from
Astley Street, King
Street and St Paul’s
Road

Accommodated to
the rear of the
development with
access from
Brunswick Street
Accommodated to
the rear of the
block and accessed
from Peel Place
and Bedford Street

(62-76 Astley Street,
78-100 Astley Street,
70 A-Z St Paul’s Road,
1-16 St Paul’s Square)

5

Brook Club

C3

3 to 4 storeys

N/A

12 - 40

Houses

Sackville Street
and Astley Street

6(d)

St James’s Road
shops

C3

3 storeys

7

30 - 43

Houses

St James’s Road,
Bedford Street
and Peel Place

Within local centre
fronting Winston
Churchill Avenue and
Grosvenor Street- A1/
A2/A3/A4/A5. Upper
floors B1 or C3.
Remainder of site - C3

Range of 3 to 6
storeys (6 at the
corner of Winston
Churchill Avenue
and Grosvenor
Street)

N/A

14 - 32

Houses
and flats

Winston
Churchill
Avenue,
Grosvenor Street
and St James’s
Road

(62, 62a, 64 First Floor
Flat, 66 Top Floor Flat,
66 Bottom Floor Flat
and 68 First Floor Flat)

7

Wellington Street
car park

Accommodated
within the block
and accessed from
Wellington Street
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Site
No.

8

Description
(Including addresses
proposed to be
demolished)

Waterloo Street
(west)
(17-31 Waterloo
Street)

9

St James’s Road and
Radnor Street

Acceptable uses (see
Appendix 2 for a
guide to land use
classes)

Storey height

Target number
of dwellings
(dependent on
unit type)(b)

Preferred
unit type

Key frontages
and access
points

Parking(c) and
servicing

4 storeys

Approx.
number of
residential units
to be
demolished(a)
20

A1/A2/A3/A4/A5 at
ground floor. Upper
floors B1 or C3.

18

Flats

Grosvenor Street

Accommodated
within the block
and accessed from
Waterloo Street

C3

3 storeys

12

15

Flats

3 to 4 storeys

41

30 - 181

Houses

The newly
Potential for
extended Radnor integral parking.
Street
Access and
servicing from
Radnor Street
Radnor Street, St Accommodated
James’s Road,
within the block
the extended
and accessed from
Dunsmore Close Radnor Street and
and Grosvenor
Dunsmore Close
Street

3 to 4 storeys

N/A

15

Flats

(29-51 St James’s
Road)

10

C3
St James’s Road,
Dunsmore Close and
Grosvenor Street
(53-75 St James’s
Road, 50-102
Dunsmore Close, 22
and 24 Grosvenor
Street)

11
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Dunsmore Close

C3

Dunsmore Close
and Grosvenor
Street

Potential for
integral parking.
Access and
servicing from
Dunsmore Close

Site
No.

12

Description
(Including addresses
proposed to be
demolished)

Acceptable uses (see
Appendix 2 for a
guide to land use
classes)

Wellington Street
(east) and Waterloo
Street (east)

Within local centre
fronting Winston
Churchill Avenue and
Grosvenor Street A1/
A2/A3/A4/A5 at
(33-41 Waterloo
Street, 43-57 Waterloo ground floor and B1 or
C3 on upper floors.
Street, 30-52
Remainder of site – C3
Wellington Street)

Storey height

Approx.
number of
residential units
to be
demolished(a)
3 to 6 storeys (6 at 54
the corner of
Winston Churchill
Avenue and
Grosvenor Street)

Target number
of dwellings
(dependent on
unit type)(b)

Preferred
unit type

Key frontages
and access
points

Parking(c) and
servicing

110

Flats

Accommodated
within the block
and accessed from
Waterloo Street

8 - 23

Houses
and flats

Winston
Churchill
Avenue,
Grosvenor Street
and Waterloo
Street. Frontage
should also
address the open
space and
community
building to the
east of the site
Grosvenor Street,
Waterloo Street
and Warwick
Crescent

Open space (Site C)

13

Tipton ball court
and car parks
(including new
community facilities)
(20-76 Waterloo
Street, 1-3 Warwick
Crescent)

Adventure Playground 3 storeys
and associated
buildings (D2) fronting
Waterloo Street. C3
fronting Grosvenor
Street, Waterloo Street
and Warwick Crescent

N/A

Surface parking
accommodated on
site. Access and
servicing from the
Waterloo Street
and Warwick
Crescent

Open space (Site D)
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Site
No.

14

Description
(Including addresses
proposed to be
demolished)

Grosvenor, Louis
Flagg and Frank
Miles Houses,
Warwick Crescent,
Somers Road and
Crabbe Court

Acceptable uses (see
Appendix 2 for a
guide to land use
classes)

Storey height

C3

Range of 3 to 5
storeys. 4 storeys
fronting open
space stepping up
to 5 storeys
opposite Tipton
House. Stepping
back down to 4
storeys on the
corner of
Grosvenor Street
and Warwick
Crescent

Open space (Site E)

(1-24 Louis Flagg
House, 1-24 Frank
Miles House, 1-54
Grosvenor House, 220 Warwick Crescent,
22-40 Warwick
Crescent, 19-41
Somers Road, Crabbe
Court, 5-17 Somers
Road (above shops))

15

Community Hub

D1 and D2. Also A3
and B1.
Open space (Site C)

30

Design pending height to be
agreed

Approx.
number of
residential units
to be
demolished(a)
205

Target number
of dwellings
(dependent on
unit type)(b)

Preferred
unit type

Key frontages
and access
points

Parking(c) and
servicing

85 - 228

Houses
and flats

Grosvenor Street,
Somers Road,
Warwick
Crescent and
new open space
(Site F)

Accommodated
within the block
and accessed from
Grosvenor Street,
Warwick Crescent
and Cottage Grove

N/A

N/A

N/A

Winston
Churchill Avenue
(views east and
west). Access
from the north
and south of
Winston
Churchill Avenue

Parking
accommodated
within the current
Wilmcote House
car park. Servicing
from Tyseley Road

Site
No.

16

Description
(Including addresses
proposed to be
demolished)

Arthur Pope House
and the Health
Centre

Acceptable uses (see
Appendix 2 for a
guide to land use
classes)

Storey height

Approx.
number of
residential units
to be
demolished(a)
25

Target number
of dwellings
(dependent on
unit type)(b)

Preferred
unit type

Key frontages
and access
points

Parking(c) and
servicing

C3

3 storey

44 - 62

Houses

Winston
Churchill Avenue
and opposite
Handsworth
House

Accommodated to
the rear of the
block and accessed
from Forbury Road

C3

3 storeys fronting
River’s Street, 4
storeys fronting
Winston Churchill
Avenue

14

15 - 72

Houses

Winston
Accommodated
Churchill Avenue within the block
and River’s Street and accessed from
River’s Street

3 storeys

18

15 - 54

Houses

River’s Street and Potential for
the extended
integral parking.
Waterloo Street
Access and
servicing from
River’s Street

(1-24 Arthur Pope
House, 143-145
Somers Road (flat
above Lloyds
Pharmacy))

17

River’s Street and
Lower Forbury Road

Open space (Site F)

(34-44 River’s Street,
6-12 Lower Forbury
Road)

18

Sun Court,
Morecambe Court
and River’s Street
(1-6 Sun Court, 1-12
Morecambe Court)

C3
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Site
No.

19

Description
(Including addresses
proposed to be
demolished)

Crabbe Court, Sun
Court and Sedgley
Close

Acceptable uses (see
Appendix 2 for a
guide to land use
classes)

Storey height

Target number
of dwellings
(dependent on
unit type)(b)

Preferred
unit type

Key frontages
and access
points

Parking(c) and
servicing

3 storeys

Approx.
number of
residential units
to be
demolished(a)
130

C3

50 - 94

Houses

The extended
Waterloo Street
and Warwick
Crescent

Accommodated
within the blocks
and accessed from
the extended
Waterloo Road (via
River’s Street)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(Crabbe Court, 1-58
Sedgley Close, 1-6 Sun
Court)

20

Winston Churchill
N/A
Avenue Roundabout

Total new dwellings
Total demolition
Total net increase in dwellings

= 846 - 1566
= 606
= 240 - 960

a)

Figures show the number of units that would have to demolished to deliver the proposals on each site. Some sites involve demolition of the same block and
therefore the figures in this column do not add up to the overall number of units that would be demolished to deliver all the sites.

b)

Target numbers of dwellings have been set for each site although these may well be subject to change after detailed design criteria have been taken into
account. Where a range has been given (i.e. 14 - 32), the lower figure is based on the majority of development on the site being in the form of houses (of no
more than 3 storeys). This may not be appropriate in all instances. The higher figure is based on data used in the previous draft of the AAP and presumes
mainly flats on each site.

c)

Integral parking should also be considered within all new housing development.

d)

Parts of these sites have current planning permissions (with some developments under construction). It is not proposed to redevelop new schemes that are in
accordance with the AAP.
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Employment
2.42
Policy SNS8 - Employment
Saved Policy DC31 of the Local Plan 2001
- 2011 (which will be replaced by the
emerging site allocations document) will
apply to all existing employment sites
within the regeneration area.

2.43

In addition to the employment
opportunities outlined in Policy SNS6 –
Local centre, the following site is allocated
for ground floor employment uses (Class
B1) with residential uses (Class C3) on the
upper floors:
• Site 1 – the frontage to Middle Street,
Earlsdon Street and Melbourne
Place.

A number of sites in the area have been
allocated for employment use as part of
mixed-use schemes which, as well as
providing land for housing, will retain and
improve employment opportunities within the
Somerstown and North Southsea
Regeneration Area. Sites such as Middle
Street (Site 1) will require the redevelopment
of employment generating uses at ground
floor levels.

excellent opportunity to ensure that the
benefits of green infrastructure are made
available to all who use the Somerstown and
North Southsea area.
2.46

The reconfiguration of the area does mean
allowing development on existing open
spaces (both those that are protected by
Policy PCS13 of the Portsmouth Plan and
‘landscaped’ areas around existing housing
blocks). This loss, however, will be
outweighed by the creation of open spaces
throughout the area.

2.47

The amount of useable open space in
Somerstown and North Southsea will increase
substantially as a result of these proposals.
Patches of green space that are currently
‘dead space’ (such as those shown on page
34) will be replaced with secure private and
community areas (as can be seen in the
indicative layouts shown in Figure 3). These
new open spaces will be created in locations
which are easily accessible for local residents
and so will be well used and highly valued.
Once all the new open spaces in policy SNS9
are created and after those in policy SNS10
are lost, the amount of open space will rise to
2.07 hectares from the current level of 2.06
hectares. Whilst this is only a minimal rise in
the quantity of public open space, the
proposals in the AAP will lead to a marked
increase in the quality and value of all green
space in Somerstown and North Southsea.

In order to enhance local employment
opportunities, the city council will also seek to
negotiate commitments from development
partners to provide opportunities for local job
seekers, local contractors and local
businesses.

Open spaces and green infrastructure
2.44

Somerstown and North Southsea contains a
number of open spaces, the majority of which
form amenity landscaping and do not serve a
specific recreational function. An assessment
of the city’s open spaces was completed in
January 200815. This highlighted that play
space in the Regeneration Area was of poor
quality and value.

2.45

Through both the Planning for Real© events
and the Design Workshops (see the separate
Consultation Statement), local residents have
highlighted the need for good quality, useable
spaces. By reconfiguring the structure of the
area, the AAP will create a substantially
improved green infrastructure network
including new open spaces that are
overlooked and safe, accessible and in the
right place to meet residents’ needs and
which serve a recreational function. This is an

See Appendix 2 for a guide to land use
classes

2.41

The design and layout of any residential units
within these schemes should take account of
Policy PCS23 (Design and Conservation) of
the Portsmouth Plan which seeks to protect
the amenity of existing and future residents
from adjacent land uses.
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2.48

As well as meeting the needs of all sections of
the community, the sites identified in policy
SNS9 will provide for the needs of a wide
variety of wildlife. A recent survey16 of the
ecological value of the Regeneration Area
found it to be poor. Planting a variety of
species in the new open spaces and using
street trees to create wildlife corridors will
help to facilitate the colonisation of the area
by a number of species as they discover the
new habitats which have been created.

2.51

As well as encouraging biodiversity and
providing general amenity, such as planting
and seating, the proposals in the AAP will also
increase the provision of facilities for children
and young people. This will include the
provision of a new adventure playground on
Site E (see policy SNS5). However, other new
open spaces in the Regeneration Area should
also include a variety of play spaces for
children and young people to help address
the identified deficiency in the area.

2.49

When designing new open spaces,
opportunities to introduce a planting mix that
accommodates native shrubs and tree species
will be encouraged wherever possible. In
addition, care should be taken to ensure that
the species used are drought resistant and
able to adapt to the warmer, drier summers
which are expected due to climate
change.

2.52

In line with the city council’s play strategy17,
these local play spaces should be welcoming,
engaging and accessible to all. They do not
necessarily have to be traditional playgrounds
with play equipment but could be
multifunctional, shared spaces which provide
a stimulating play environment. Routes to
children’s play spaces should be safe. Play
spaces for younger children should be close to
the homes that they serve and could also be
incorporated into ‘homezones’, shared
surface streets or private courtyards.

2.50
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There are some examples of mature tree
planting within the Regeneration Area, for
example to the north and south of Winston
Churchill Avenue. Where possible,
opportunities for retaining these trees within
the design of new development should be
explored.

2.53

		

It is also vitally important that local children,
young people, parents, carers and other
residents are encouraged to develop a stake
in these community spaces. Green
infrastructure can help to improve social
cohesion and reduce crime if the community
feel a sense of ownership over the spaces
either by being involved in their design or
through more formal groups. To promote
community ownership, developers and
designers should actively involve local
residents and schools in the design and
creation of new spaces and other
environmental improvements.

Policy SNS9 – Public open space:
allocations

Policy SNS10 – Development on
existing open space

The city council will support the creation of
new, high quality public open space and
green infrastructure within the
Somerstown and North Southsea
Regeneration Area. It will also support the
retention of existing open spaces defined
by Policy PCS13 of the Portsmouth Plan
(with the exception of those spaces listed
in policy SNS10).

This policy will override Policy PCS13 of
the Portsmouth Plan in relation to the
sites listed below.

Once created, the new spaces will be
designated as protected open space and
Policy PCS13 will apply. The following sites,
as shown on Figure 3 (Proposals map), are
allocated for public open space.
• Site A – west of Leamington House
(this also includes the reconfiguration of
existing open space)
• Site B – north of Winston Churchill
Avenue
• Site C – west of Edgbaston House,
adjacent to the new community facilities
(Site 15) (see Policy SNS5)
• Site D – north and west of Tipton House
including the new adventure playground
(Site 13) (see Policy SNS5)
• Site E – west of, and fronting, Somers
Road

Green streets
2.54

Greening the routes through the
Regeneration Area will encourage people to
walk and cycle more, promoting sustainable
modes of travel which in turn increase health
and well-being. Tree-lined streets can also
create wildlife corridors between open spaces,
helping species to move between different
habitats. When designing new development
and routes through the Regeneration Area,
consideration should be given to the use of
green roofs and walls as well as the provision
of street trees. This will help to improve
connectivity in the area and ensure high
quality urban design (see policies SNS3 and
SNS11).

2.55

Overall, the introduction of street trees can
play an important role in establishing a high
quality environment. They contribute to the
appearance and character of an area, filter
dust and pollution and help make
neighbourhoods feel quieter and
calmer.

2.56

Species selection should be guided by
availability of space and ground conditions as
it is likely that there will be a limited number
of species which will be suitable for the
Regeneration Area. This should be
determined in discussion with the city
council’s arboricultural officer.

The city council will support development
on existing open space as listed below
(and as defined by Policy PCS13) provided
that the proposals for redevelopment are
in accordance with the policies set out in
this AAP. In particular, that the open space
is re-provided in accordance with policy
SNS9.
• Land to the north of Rivers Street
• Land surrounding Edgbaston House
• Land to the north and east of Tipton
House
• Land at Radnor Street
Landscaped spaces around many blocks in the area
represent ‘dead space’ and often remain unused by
residents

• Site F – west of, and adjacent to, Site 17
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The wider impacts of regeneration
2.57

2.58

36

Under the 2010 Habitats Directive18 the city
council must consider the impact that the
residents of Somerstown and North Southsea
may have on nature conservation sites that
have been designated in accordance with EU
Directives, such as Portsmouth Harbour and
the New Forest. This evaluation known as a
‘Habitats Regulations Assessment’, involved
the appropriate assessment of parts of the
AAP that could have an adverse impact on
these sensitive sites.
The assessment19 found that because of a lack
of evidence about visitor numbers and the
disturbance that visitors can cause to wildlife,
the city council cannot be certain that
development in Somerstown and North
Southsea will not lead to increased
disturbance at the European sites. The Solent
Disturbance and Mitigation Project (SDMP)20
has been initiated to determine the impact
that disturbance from recreation has on
wildlife at European sites around the Solent.
The results of this study should be available in
2013 and may trigger a review of the APP in
order to ensure that the level and location of
growth proposed in Somerstown and North
Southsea will not have an adverse effect on
the ecological integrity of any European
sites.

2.59

2.60

In the meantime, in order to prevent adverse
effects upon these sensitive sites, the city
council is working with neighbouring local
authorities to implement the Partnership for
Urban South Hampshire’s (PUSH) Green
Infrastructure Strategy21. This strategy aims to
ensure that improvements to the city’s most
well known open spaces attract visitors from
across the sub-region, thereby helping to
relieve pressure on European sites and has
informed the Portsmouth Plan and council’s
Parks and Open Spaces Strategy22. PUSH is
currently developing an implementation plan
for the Infrastructure Strategy which will
contain two projects in Portsmouth: Horsea
Island and Southsea Seafront.
The seafront is probably the city’s most well
used and versatile area of open space, valued
by residents and visitors alike. Southsea
Common is used for sports and leisure, or for
simply enjoying the unique vistas across the
Solent to the Isle of Wight. Unlike the
European sites, it is also within easy walking
distance of Somerstown and North Southsea
(being some 800m from the centre of the
Regeneration Area) and is therefore
conveniently placed to absorb the extra
recreational activity that will result from
development in Somerstown and North
Southsea.

2.61

Significant improvements are also planned at
the seafront. Policy PCS9 of the Portsmouth
Plan and the council’s Southsea Seafront
Strategy23 set out the broad principles of
these improvements. The emerging
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for
the seafront area will set out more detailed
guidance on the design and implementation
of these proposals.

2.62

Further afield, the development of the Horsea
Island Country Park on the former Paulsgrove
landfill will provide a significant new open
space for residents and visitors. Hilsea Lines is
also within easy reach of Somerstown and
North Southsea. The Lines are managed as a
local wildlife site and are the only area of
woodland on Portsea Island.

General design principles

2.65

There is considerable scope for new
development to provide innovative traditional
and contemporary additions to the existing
environment. Attention should be given to
the role of new development in ‘stitching’
together the fragmented urban form that
currently exists and creating a pattern of well
defined frontages.

2.66

The area also contains Conservation Areas
(No. 3 – King Street, No. 6 - The Terraces and
No. 18 Guildhall and Victoria Park), a number
of Listed Buildings and locally listed buildings
and a number of Tree Preservation Orders.
Therefore any proposed development will
have to give careful consideration to these
elements.

Policy SNS11 - General design
principles
This policy will sit alongside Policy PCS23
(Design and Conservation) of the
Portsmouth Plan.
The city council will refuse applications
where the design of the development is
not of an appropriate or sufficiently high
quality and does not respond to the design
principles as set out in this
document.
2.63

2.64

Some issues of urban design, particularly in
respect of the character of streets and traffic
calming measures, have already been
addressed in previous paragraphs (2.10 to
2.29). The following sections deal with the
specific design of new development including
height, key elevations, access, servicing, and
materials. They also address issues of
streetscape, landscaping, public art, street
furniture and lighting.
The purpose of this section is to ensure a high
quality of development throughout the
Regeneration Area and the following design
principles offer guidance on a range of issues
that should be considered as part of the
design process.

2.67

2.68

2.69

Communal areas (private space within
perimeter blocks) should be designed to
maximise the visibility and natural surveillance
of these areas from within the new homes
that they serve, and also to avoid potential
hiding places. These spaces should be
multifunctional providing areas of play,
landscaped gardens, parking and a limited
area for drying clothes.

2.70

The development of new community facilities
on Site 15 (over Winston Churchill Avenue)
presents a considerable opportunity to create
a landmark building of special architectural
quality and character. In order to emphasise
its role and status within the area, this
building will also be assessed in terms of its
architectural and design excellence and in
making a positive contribution to views into
and through the area.

In terms of residential development, the same
criteria, in relation to identity, character and
quality of design, will apply to both affordable
and private sector housing.
2.71
Understanding how buildings are orientated
to the public environment, such as streets and
open spaces, is an important element of
understanding how such spaces function and
how well they are overlooked. As noted in
this document, the frontage of new
development should overlook streets and
spaces and there should be a clear
demarcation between the private, useable
space that they occupy and public
space.

The design of new buildings will play an
important role in increasing actual and
perceived surveillance of the Regeneration
Area, and consequently in crime prevention
and reducing the fear of crime. To increase
opportunities for passive surveillance, and to
provide a sense of enclosure for streets and
spaces, building lines should be consistent,
preferably with a minimum of breaks and
setbacks. The design of fenestration and the
use of balconies will also provide
opportunities for streets and spaces to be
better overlooked.
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2.72

2.73

2.74

2.75

38

In some instances, building lines may be set
back from the back edge of the pavement in
order to define small semi-private spaces in
front of ground floor windows. This may not
be appropriate in some residential streets
where, in order to achieve acceptable
enclosure ratios (i.e. the height of the building
is in proportion to the width of the
intervening street), building fronts will need to
meet the back edge of footways. A useful
guide to achieving the effective enclosure of
streets and spaces is contained in section 5 of
the ‘Manual for Streets’.
Windows that can be seen from the street
should be designed carefully in order to
maintain residents’ privacy. For example,
people walking along the pavement are less
likely to see into rooms. This is particularly
important where front gardens are very short
or do not exist.
Eaves and rooflines should not be over-long or
unrelieved and should be designed to provide
interest and avoid monotony by using, for
example, bays, dormers, parapets and
chimneys.
Buildings such as community facilities should
add to the attractiveness and character of the
area and should be designed to enliven
adjoining streets and spaces through the
positioning of doors and windows.

2.76

There may also be opportunities to address
the blank elevations on the ground floors of
tower blocks in the area. These elevations
can be unwelcoming and do not provide a
clear sense of what is public space and what
is private space. Refurbishment and the
creation of additional accommodation in
underused ground floor sections of these
buildings, including the addition of new
windows and frontages at the street level,
could help to make the areas around tower
blocks feel safer and more attractive.

2.79

It is envisaged that the base materials
throughout the area will be brick, render and
grey slate roofing which reflect the textures
and colours used locally. Grey metal or zinc
roofs could also be used to reflect the local
context in a contemporary manner.

2.80

Elevations could range from white stone and
glass in the north west of the Regeneration
Area (close to the city centre) to the use of
more traditional brick within areas close to
the Victorian streets to the east. Ironwork,
through the use of railings, balconies and
porches would also provide additional interest
to the elevations and wider streetscene.

Materials
2.77

2.78

High quality materials will help to reinforce
the character and identity of the Regeneration
Area, both in respect of new residential
development, public buildings and public
areas.
The materials used in new development
should not necessarily reflect those which
they replace but should respond in a creative
and innovative way to the existing setting and
context. Economy of materials, simplicity and
visual harmony should be aspired to at all
times. Too many different materials should be
avoided. A limited range of materials can be
used to achieve a variety of treatments and
the treatment of walls, fences and garages
should receive equal attention.

Lighting
2.81

Lighting is a fundamental element of any
strategy for public areas. It should enhance
the setting of buildings and spaces within the
Regeneration Area and will help to encourage
evening activity and create safe and attractive
pedestrian routes.

2.82

It will however, need to be sensitively
designed and positioned to avoid light
pollution, particularly around community
facilities and play areas. Lamp columns
should be un-climbable and any wall fittings
out of reach. Incorporating lighting into
building elevations will minimise clutter,
particularly within narrower streets.

Design for parking
2.83

The tower blocks in the Regeneration Area
are a major city and local landmark and there
could be an opportunity for architectural
lighting, light sculptures and projections on to
the buildings, subject to the amenity of
residents being preserved.

2.86

Public art
2.84

The new spaces that will be created in the
Regeneration Area offer significant
opportunities for public art to be incorporated
into development. Public art should be
considered as an integral element of the
design of public spaces and buildings.
Winston Churchill Avenue, and the proposed
area of landscaping to the front of the Police
Station on Winston Churchill Avenue, are
potential locations for ‘civic art’ marking a
point of connection between the
Regeneration Area and the civic area of the
city. The local centre, community facilities
and open spaces will also provide a new local
focus for community art.

Parking provision
2.85

Parking standards for the area are set out in
Policy PCS17 (Transport) of the Portsmouth
Plan and saved Appendix 9 of the Local Plan
for non-residential uses and for residential
uses, in the Residential Parking Standards
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD),
200824.

2.87

2.88

A range of types of parking provision should
be incorporated into the design of new
development. These could include a
combination of street-parking, off-street
parking and mews courts. Parking should be
located to the front of properties, within inner
courtyards or below ground. Integral parking
on the ground floor of housing development
should also be considered.
All on street parking should be visible from a
habitable room, preferably that of the houses
or flats that the parking is intended to serve.
Where 90 degree on street parking (parallel to
the kerb) is proposed, it should be in locations
where there is an over-riding urban design
justification and where traffic speeds and
highway conditions would not prejudice
public safety.
Curtilage parking at the front of any
development can result in the building line
being set back from the street, thereby
reducing spatial enclosure and opportunities
for natural surveillance. Curtilage parking is
therefore best accommodated behind
buildings and accessed through carriage
arches.

2.89

Narrow access ways beneath buildings
through carriage arches have traditionally
provided a good level of natural surveillance
(from the street) for parking courts. It may
also be possible to surround larger parking
courtyards with the fronts of new housing in
order to promote surveillance, as well as a
sense of ownership, of these spaces.

2.90

Integral garage parking, if accommodated
within the width of a house frontage, is an
efficient use of space but should not normally
be considered for buildings of less than three
storeys.

2.91

In order to achieve the residential densities
envisaged within some of the proposed
development, parking courts will be necessary
in some instances. These courts should be
secure and visible from habitable rooms,
preferably of the flats or houses they serve.
They should be designed as semi-private
places in their own right, with particular care
taken to maintain a physical distinction
between communal parking areas and private
rear gardens.

2.92

Large areas of parking can visually blight the
urban environment and hard and soft
landscaping methods, such as tree planting,
hedges, walls, pergolas and good quality
paving materials, should be used to improve
their visual impact.
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Flood risk
2.93

Secure cycle parking should be designed into
all new development in accordance with the
adopted standards set out in the Local Plan.
Secure, safe and well lit cycle parking and
storage facilities should also be considered as
an integral part of the design of new
community facilities and other public areas,
such as the local centre and new public open
spaces.

Building in sustainability and enhancing
biodiversity
2.94

40

As an outcome of the significant
redevelopment proposed in Somerstown and
North Southsea, there is an opportunity to
limit the area’s impact on the environment,
both locally and globally. Issues of
sustainable design and construction including
achieving low or zero carbon energy,
enhancing biodiversity, ‘lifetime homes’ and
the provision of waste and recycling facilities
are addressed by Policy PCS15 (Sustainable
Design and Construction) of the Portsmouth
Plan.

2.95

Although Somerstown and North Southsea is
not at risk of tidal flooding, it is at risk of
flooding from surface and foul water which
currently flows into one combined sewer
system.

2.96

The city council’s strategy for managing flood
risk from surface and foul water is set out in
policy PCS12 (Flood Risk) of the Portsmouth
Plan. Policy PCS12 requires that in order for
new development to take place, the necessary
surface water drainage, foul drainage and
sewage treatment capacity must be available
or can be provided in time to serve the
development, without unacceptably reducing
service levels to existing users or causing harm
to the environment.

Waste and recycling
2.97

Purpose built waste and recycling bin storage
facilities must be considered early on in the
design process and not provided as an ‘addon’. Communal recycling facilities should be
located strategically with new community
facilities and/or in the local centre. Again,
these facilities should be sensitively designed
into the development using more innovative
approaches than the more typical use of
containers, for example in below ground
storage facilities.

Infrastructure and developer contributions
2.98

Developer contributions towards
infrastructure in Somerstown and North
Southsea will be collected through the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)29. This is
a charge on all new development which is
calculated as a rate per square metre of new
floorspace created.

2.99

The city council will collect the levy from all
liable development across the city (including
within the Regeneration Area) and will spend
the funds on infrastructure needed to support
the development of the city.

2.100 While CIL is the main source of developer
contributions towards strategic infrastructure,
the CIL regime does not replace Section 106
(S106) agreements completely. Affordable
housing provision / contributions lie outside
the remit of CIL and will continue to be
secured through S106 agreements. S106 will
also continue to be used for local
infrastructure requirements on development
sites, such as local access or connection to
services. Some of these requirements may be
(physically) off site, but will be secured under
S106 where they are clearly linked to the
development site and needed to make that
particular site ‘acceptable’.

2.101 Some development schemes will therefore be
liable to pay both CIL and enter into a S106
agreement. The CIL payment and S106
obligations will cover different types of
infrastructure and development will not be
charged for the same items of infrastructure
through both obligations and the levy.
2.102 CIL charging rates can be found in the city’s
Community Infrastructure Levy Charging
Schedule25. The council has also produced
guidance for developers on the operation of
CIL and planning obligations.
2.103 Another important element of the
regeneration is the provision of local
employment opportunities to help reduce the
local unemployment rate (which is 7.7%
compared to 3.4% city-wide). Preference
should be given to local employment and
training in the construction of new
development.
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3.0 Delivering the Area Action Plan
3.1

The success of regeneration work in
Somerstown and North Southsea will be
measured against whether the objectives
outlined in this AAP are achieved. Each of the
opportunity sites identified in this document
will play a role in delivering the vision for the
area and it is imperative that the city council
does as much as possible to aid their
delivery.

Phases 2 and 3 will deliver new and
replacement housing, across a range of
tenures, on the remaining sites along with
new open spaces and pedestrian / cycle
routes.
3.5

Working in partnership
3.2

3.3

The city council does not have the resources
to implement the AAP alone. Although
delivery of Phase 1 has been secured, and the
council is confident in its ability to progress
Phase 2, all phases will require the council to
work closely with a range of different
partners. The AAP provides the necessary
framework for co-ordinating investment and
action across all partners involved in the
project.
The council will take the lead on preparing
sites for development, working with partners
(such as RSLs) to provide alternative housing
for tenants and to clear existing
buildings

Phasing
3.4
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The AAP proposals will be delivered in three
distinct phases. Phase 1 will comprise the
essential community infrastructure that will
underpin later phases and will also deliver 29
new units of social housing across two sites.

The phasing plan will remain flexible to allow
for the take-up of opportunities (be they
funding or otherwise) that arise during the
course of the project. In some cases, sites may
be broken down into smaller ‘sub-phases’ in
order to progress their timely delivery.

New adventure playground
3.7

Phase 1 commenced in the 2nd quarter of
2009 with work on a new adventure
playground on Site 13, funded by a grant
from central government (the Department for
Children, Schools and Families (DCSF)). The
staffed adventure playground opened in July
2010 and caters for children aged between six
and 13 and younger children accompanied by
adults.

3.8

The city council’s design team worked closely
with residents of the area to plan the
adventure playground which includes a single
storey building for painting, cooking and
other indoor activities and an outdoor play
area including sand pit, water features and
landscaped play space. Students from the
city’s Highbury College designed the entrance
gate and boundary fencing to the
complex

Phase 1 - progress
3.6

The first phase of regeneration work in
Somerstown and North Southsea (2009-2013)
is well underway and will deliver:
• a staffed adventure playground on Site
13;
• seven new social housing units on
Warwick Crescent (Site 13);
• a new road junction on Winston Churchill
Avenue (Site 20);
• 22 new social housing units and two
retail units on Wellington Street (Site 7),
and
• a landmark ‘Community Hub’ building on
Site 15, incorporating new health,
community and youth facilities and a local
area housing office.

Warwick Crescent housing
3.9

Seven new three and four bedroom houses
on Warwick Crescent (Site 13) were
completed in October 2011. Funded by the
Homes and Communities Agency (HCA),
PUSH and the city council (via its Housing
Revenue Account (HRA) and S106
contributions towards affordable housing),
the social rented units were built to Level 4 of
the Code for Sustainable Homes and are
owned and managed by the city
council.

Wellington Street
3.12

New housing on Warwick Crescent (Henrietta Place)

3.10

Local families, who were previously living in
crowded conditions elsewhere in Somerstown
and North Southsea, have moved into the
new homes which have been named
‘Henrietta Place’ after the Victorian Street
(Henrietta Street) that once ran through this
part of the Regeneration Area.

		

The Community Hub

3.13

Phase 1 will also see the early delivery of
much needed community infrastructure in the
form of a ‘Community Hub’ on Site 15. The
building, which was granted planning
permission in November 2011, will contain
new health, youth and community facilities
and a local area housing office, alongside a
new outdoor Multi Use Games Area (MUGA)
and improved play area for younger children.
These facilities will replace the ageing
Southsea Community Centre (Site 5), Brook
Club youth centre (Site 2) and health centre
on Site 16.

3.14

The Hub is due to be completed in December
2013 and will form a highly visible city
landmark. One of its key features will be its
accessibility from both the north and south

Winston Churchill Avenue junction
3.11

Improvements to the Winston Churchill
Avenue roundabout junction (funded by
PUSH) were completed in June 2011. The
roundabout has been significantly reduced in
size with a new section of cycle route now
linking the Regeneration Area with Isambard
Brunel Road to the north. Land created by
the reduction in the footprint of the
roundabout will be incorporated into a new
‘gateway’ to the area (to be delivered via Sites
7 and 12) leading to Grosvenor Street.

Following the granting of planning permission
in March 2011, work commenced on Site 7
(Wellington Street) in October 2011. With
funding drawn from the same sources as the
Warwick Crescent scheme (see paragraph
3.9), this scheme will deliver ten threebedroom houses (of three storeys) fronting
Winston Churchill Avenue on the western
part of the site, and to the east, as the first
stage of the new local centre (See Policy
SNS6), a four storey building containing two
retail units at ground floor level with 12
two-bedroom flats above. The scheme is due
to be completed in October 2012.

sides Winston Churchill Avenue which will
mean that those travelling on foot and by
cycle will no longer have to navigate their way
across this busy main road in order to access
local services (see paragraph 2.19 to
2.20).
3.15

The city council continues to work in close
partnership with residents, the Portsmouth
Primary Care Trust and Southsea Community
Association to deliver this important local
asset. Funding for the £12 million scheme will
be drawn from the city council’s HRA and
corporate resources (including capital receipts)
and prudential borrowing.

3.16

Phase 1 will also deliver improvements to the
ground floors of existing tower blocks in the
area, including a new extension to the
community room of Tipton house and a new
buggy store and the redesign of community
gardens at Edgaston House.

New roundabout junction on Winston Churchill Avenue
with the Wellington Street development site to the left
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Artist’s impression of new community hub building
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Phase 2
3.17

Alongside delivery of Phase 1, the city council
has been working to identify alternative
funding to deliver Phase 2 of the regeneration
project. The withdrawal by Government of
Housing Revenue Account Private Finance
Initiative (HRA PFI) in 2010 presented a
considerable challenge to the council in
delivering Phase 2. After a successful
application in Round 6 of the PFI process,
some £122 million of PFI credits had been
allocated to the project and the council had
been invited to progress to the next stage of
bidding. Following the announcement, the
council went on to re-confirm their
commitment to the regeneration of
Somerstown and North Southsea at a meeting
of the Cabinet in June 2011.

3.19

3.20

Funding
3.18

Council officers are nearing completion of a
financial appraisal for Phase 2. The outcomes
of this work will be considered by elected
members and a preferred way forward will be
agreed.

City council (HRA) and private equity funded
models have been developed, along with
various combinations of these two
approaches. The costs and benefits of
progressing Phase 2 of work in the area have
been evaluated against a baseline of ‘no
significant additional investment’ in new
housing beyond maintaining standards in the
existing ageing council stock on Phase 2
sites.
The city council received considerable interest
from potential investors at a ‘soft-market
testing’ event held in March 2010 (as part of
the development of the HRA PFI business
case). The council hosted an open day for
potential bidders and investors in the project
where it showcased investment opportunities
to major banks, Registered Social Landlords
(RSLs) and construction companies. More
recently, the city council has received
considerable interest in the project from a
number of major pension funds.

		

Location and type of development

3.21

Sites included in this second phase would be
those that are facilitated by Phase 1 schemes.
Development will include new housing on
Sites 9, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 and new open
space on Site 14 (Site E) (see Table 2 and
Figure 3). It is envisaged that Phase 2 will
deliver 321 new homes in the area. 256
existing homes will be demolished, giving a
net total of 65 new units.

3.22

Phase 2 would provide:
• 7 x five bedroom houses
• 16 x four bedroom houses
• 63 x three bedroom houses
• 103 x three bedroom flats
• 122 x two bedroom flats
• 10 x one bedroom

3.23

This phase will also deliver infrastructure
including new routes and improvements to
existing routes (see paragraphs 2.21 to 2.25),
as well as community initiatives to facilitate
local training and employment
opportunities.

3.24

The tenure of housing to be delivered in
Phase 2 is as yet undetermined, being a
variable in the financial appraisal work
currently nearing completion. All of the 205
council housing units lost through demolition
during this phase will be replaced by new
social rented units, with the remainder being
a mix of private units for sale and other types
of affordable housing.

		

Timetable

3.25

It is anticipated that Phase 2 will commence in
2013, with completion in 2019.
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Timetable

Phase 3
3.26

Phase 3 will deliver the remaining sites and
residential units set out in the AAP (Figure
3). As with Phase 2, it will also provide
infrastructure improvements including new
routes and improvements to existing routes,
open space, play areas and community
initiatives to facilitate local training and
employment opportunities

3.29

AAP monitoring and review
3.30

Monitoring of the AAP will form part of the
Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) that the
council is required to produce.

3.31

Appendix 3 sets out the monitoring
framework (including indicators) that will be
used to measure the progress of the AAP
towards meeting its objectives

Location and type of development
3.27

The location of the new housing (by site)
and open space in Phase 3 is set out in
Table 2. This phase will provide private and
affordable housing, with an emphasis on
achieving a balance of tenures across the
area.

Funding
3.28
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The city council continues to pursue
financing options for Phase 3 and, as with
Phase 2, this could include the use of
equity, land and borrowing. Other funding
sources, such as PUSH, European funding
(the council has recently appointed a
dedicated European funding officer) and
the HCA, will also be explored.

It is anticipated that Phase 3 will commence in
2019 and continue to 2027, but will overlap
with Phase 2 wherever possible to minimise
inconvenience to residents from the
redevelopment work.

New housing and retail units on Site 7 (Wellington Street) due
to be completed in October 2012

Table 2: Summary of delivery proposals
Site

Ownership

Delivery Timescale
Phase

Delivery agency

Funding

PCC / Private
PCC
PCC / Private
PCC

3
3
3
3

2019 - 2027
2019 - 2027
2019 - 2027
2019 - 2027

PCC
PCC/Private/RSL
PCC
PCC/Private/RSL

PCC/Private Equity
PCC/HCA/Private Equity/RSL
PCC/HCA/Private Equity
PCC/HCA/Private Equity/RSL

5
6

Middle Street and Earlsdon Street
Stratford, Longbridge, Oldbury and Halesowen Houses
Melbourne Place / Site A (open space)
Astley Street, St Pauls Road and Square and Southsea
Community Centre
Brook Club
St James’s Road shops

3
3

2019 - 2027
2019 - 2027

PCC/Private/RSL
PCC/Private/RSL

PCC/HCA/Private Equity/RSL
PCC/HCA/Private Equity/RSL

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Wellington Street car park
Waterloo Street (west)
St James’s Road and Radnor Street
St James’s Road, Dunsmore Close and Grosvenor Street
Dunsmore Close
Wellington Street (east) and Waterloo Street (east)
Tipton ball court and car parks / Site D (open space)

PCC
PCC / RSL /
Private
PCC
PCC
PCC
PCC / Private
PCC
PCC / Private
PCC / Private

1
3
2
2
3
2
1-2

2009 - 2013
2019 - 2027
2013 - 2019
2013 - 2019
2019 - 2027
2013 - 2019
2009 - 2019

PCC
PCC/Private/RSL
PCC
PCC
PCC
PCC/Private/RSL
PCC

14

PCC / RSL /
Private

2

2013 - 2019

Private/RSL

PCC
PCC / Private

1
2

2009 - 2013
2013 - 2019

PCC
PCC

PCC
PCC/HCA/Private Equity

PCC / Private

3

2019 - 2027

Private/RSL

PCC/HCA/Private Equity

18

Grosvenor, Louis Flagg and Frank Miles Houses, Warwick
Crescent, Somers Road and Crabbe Court / Site E (open
space)
Community Hub / Site C (open space)
Arthur Pope House and the Health Centre / Site B (open
space)
River’s Street and Lower Forbury Road / Site F (open
space)
Sun Court, Morecambe Court and River’s Street

PCC/HCA/PUSH
PCC/HCA/Private Equity/RSL
PCC/HCA/Private Equity
PCC/HCA/Private Equity
PCC/ Private Equity
PCC/HCA/Private Equity/RSL
PCC/HCA/PUSH/Private
Equity/RSL
PCC/HCA/Private Equity/RSL

2-3

2013 - 2027

PCC/Private/RSL

PCC/HCA/Private Equity

19

Crabbe Court, Sun Court and Sedgeley Close

2

2013-2019

PCC

PCC/HCA/Private Equity

20

Winston Churchill Avenue roundabout

PCC / RSL /
Private
PCC / RSL /
Private
PCC

1

2009 - 2013

PCC

PCC/PUSH

1
2
3
4

15
16
17
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Appendix 1 – Planning policy context
1.1

This AAP expands on Policy PCS6
(Somerstown and North Southsea) of the
Portsmouth Plan. It will also sit alongside the
following Portsmouth Plan policies:

		

National Guidance

		

Local Guidance

1.4

There are national planning policies which will
be relevant to this AAP and all are set out in
one document entitled the National Planning
Policy Framework.

1.6

Other local policies, namely Supplementary
Planning Documents (SPDs) and policies
‘saved’ from the Portsmouth City Local Plan
2001-2011, must also be considered. These
are:

		

Supplementary Planning Documents:

• PCS12 (Flood risk);

Sub-regional Guidance

• PCS13 (A greener Portsmouth);
• Policy PCS15 (Sustainable Design and
Construction);
• Policy PCS17 (Transport);

1.2

1.3

1.5

South Hampshire’s sub-regional strategy sets
out a number of policies that must be
considered:

• PCS18 (Local Shops and Services);

• SH1: Core Policy (for South
Hampshire)

• PCS19 (Housing mix, size and provision of
affordable housing), and

• SH5: Scale and Location of Housing
Development 2006-2026

• PCS23 (Design and Conservation).

• SH6: Affordable Housing

In addition, saved policy DC31 (Employment
site outside of protected areas) of the
Portsmouth City Local Plan 2001-2011 will
remain relevant to the AAP (see AAP Policy
SNS8: Employment) until it is replaced by the
site allocations document.
Development must also take consideration of
a number of other policies and guidance
contained within National, Regional and Local
documents. These are set out in the following
paragraphs (please note this list was correct at
time of writing the document and is subject
to change):

• SH8: Environmental Sustainability

• Air Quality and Air Pollution SPD;
• Reducing Crime Through Design
SPD;
• Residential Parking Standards SPD,
and
• Tall Buildings SPD
‘Saved’ Local Plan policies:
• DC21 Contaminated Land;
• DC26 Access onto Primary and Distributor
Roads;
• DC31 Employment sites outside the
primary areas, and
• DC45 Loss of Housing.
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Appendix 2 – Guide to Land Use Classes
TCPA Use Classes
Order 2006
A1: Shops

Use / Description of development

The retail sale of goods to the public: shops, post offices, travel agencies & ticket agencies, hairdressers,
funeral directors & undertakers, domestic hire shops, dry cleaners, internet cafes, sandwich bars (where
sandwiches or other cold foods are to be consumed off the premises).
A2: Financial &
Financial services: banks, building societies & bureau de change. Professional services (other than health or
Professional Services
medical services): estate agents & employment agencies. Other services that it is appropriate to provide in
a shopping area: betting shops (where the services are provided principally to visiting members of the
public).
A3: Restaurants & Cafes Restaurants & cafes (i.e. places where the primary purpose is the sale and consumption of food and light
refreshment on the premises). This excludes internet cafes, which are now in class A1.
A4: Drinking
Public house, wine bar or other drinking establishments (i.e. premises where the primary purpose is the
Establishments
sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages on the premises).
A5: Hot Food Takeaway Premises where the primary purpose is the sale of hot food to be consumed off the premises.
B1: Business
a) Offices, other than a use within class A2 (financial services)
b) Research and development of products or processes
C3: Dwelling Houses

c) Light industry
Use as a dwelling house (whether or D2 not as a sole or main residence).

Permitted change
No permitted change.

A1 (where there is a ground
floor display window).

A1 or A2
A1, A2 or A3
A1, A2 or A3
B8 (where no more than 235
sq. metres).

No change permitted.

a) By a single person or people living together as a family, or

D1: Non-Residential
Institutions
D2: Assembly & Leisure
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b) by not more than six residents living together as a single household (including a household where care
is provided for residents).
Clinics & health centres, creches, day nurseries & day-centres (not attached to the consultant’s or doctor’s
house), museums, public libraries, art galleries & exhibition halls, nonresidential education & training
centres, places of worship, religious instruction & church halls.
Cinema, concert hall, bingo hall, dance hall, swimming bath, skating rink, gymnasium or area for indoor
or outdoor sport or recreation (not involving motor vehicles or firearms).

No change permitted.

No change permitted.

Appendix 3 - Monitoring and review
1.1

Monitoring of the AAP will form part of the
Annual Monitoring Report that the council is
required to produce. The objectives and
policies contained in this AAP will therefore
be monitored every year to check the progress
of the plan. This will also ensure that we are
delivering sustainable development and that
the policies are working as intended.

1.2

Table 3 sets out the monitoring framework
(including indicators) which will be used to
measure the progress of the AAP towards
meeting its objectives and policies.

Table 3: Monitoring indicators
Indicator

Target

Completed housing development in the area by Delivery of Phase 1 by 2013
number of bedrooms, dwelling type and
Delivery of Phase 2 by 2019
tenure
Delivery of Phase 3 by 2027

Number of applications refused within the area
and grounds for refusal
If appealed, number of planning appeals and
outcome
Number of new developments permitted that
do not meet the Code for Sustainable Homes /
BREEAM standards
% of households within 20min and 10min walk
of key local services and facilities
Amount of completed new open space

40% of all new dwellings to be 3-bedrooms plus
N/A

Policy within AAP or Sustainability Objectivea)
assessed
SNS7, Sustainability Objective no: 5, Sustainability
Objective no: 8, Sustainability Objective no: 14

SNS1, SNS2, SNS3, SNS6, SNS9, SNS10, SNS11,
Sustainability Objective no: 5, Sustainability Objective
no: 6

100% of new developments to meet the standards as set Sustainability Objective no: 2, Sustainability Objective
out in policy SNS12
no: 3
To maintain the 100% of households within a 10min
walk of key local services and health facilities
Delivery of site C by 2013
Delivery of site B, D and E by 2019
Delivery of site A and F by 2027

SNS1, SNS2, SNS3, SNS5, SNS6, Sustainability Objective
No: 1, Sustainability Objective No: 11, Sustainability
Objective no: 12, Sustainability Objective no: 14
SNS9, SNS10, Sustainability Objective no: 4,
Sustainability Objective no: 12
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Indicator

Target

% of households within 10min walk of play
area / open space
Progress towards and actual provision of new
health and community facilities
Progress towards and actual provision of new
local centre

To maintain 100% of households within a 10min walk of
a play area
Delivery of new community facilities within Phase 1
(2013)
Delivery of new local centre within Phase 1 and Phase 2
(2013 and 2019)

Progress towards and actual delivery of new
routes within the area

Progress towards delivery of training facilities
within new community facilities
Number of people accessing those facilities
once they have been provided

Policy within AAP or Sustainability Objectivea)
assessed
SNS9, Sustainability Objective no: 12

SNS5, Sustainability Objective no: 11, Sustainability
Objective no: 12
SNS6, Sustainability Objective no: 1, Sustainability
Objective no: 11, Sustainability Objective no: 12,
Sustainability Objective no: 14
No specific target as deliver of new routes is linked to the SNS1, SNS2, SNS3, SNS4, Sustainability Objective no: 1,
delivery of new housing and open space
Sustainability Objective no: 6, Sustainability Objective
no: 11, Sustainability Objective no: 12, Sustainability
Objective no: 13, Sustainability Objective no: 14
Delivery of new community facilities within Phase 1
SNS5, Sustainability Objective no: 9, Sustainability
(2013)
Objective no: 10
N/A

Further details on the sustainability objectives can be found in the Sustainability Appraisal Report, Portsmouth City
Council, July 2010. Which can be viewed at http://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/living/15057.html.
a)
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Price: £10.00
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You can get this
Portsmouth City
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audio or in another
language by calling
9283 4322.

